International Kiteboarding Association

The following editorial amendment has been approved to be effective on the 10th February 2014:

Current Rule:
C.10 KITE
C.10.1 MODIFICATIONS, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
(a) The kite shall not be altered in any way except as permitted by these class rules.
(b) Routine maintenance and repairs may be carried out provided such repairs are made in such a way that the essential shape, characteristics or function of the original are not affected. Serial numbers/plaque ID’s shall remain legible.
(c) Advertising or identification may be painted, printed or taped to the kite.

Amended Rule:
C.10 KITE
C.10.1 MODIFICATIONS, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
(a) The kite shall not be altered in any way except as permitted by these class rules.
(b) Routine maintenance and repairs may be carried out provided such repairs are made in such a way that the essential shape, characteristics or function of the original are not affected. Serial numbers/plaque ID’s shall remain legible.